Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes
March 2018
ActiveM20.dll

6.4.113

04/04/2018

I1708043

When the Inventory Allocation form is launched from Inventory Transfer, the
system will now auto-populate the New Rack/Bin with the To Rack/Bin
specified on the transfer line.
The New Rack/Bin validation has been modified to use the new spread
message box dialog.

ClientReports.dll

6.4.69

04/03/2018

I1801038

Modified to eliminate potential issues with PrinterNames containing symbols
such as "&". Previously an error message would be displayed when
attempting to print due to the system saving the chosen printer as the user's
default printer for this report. Note that this did not prevent printing from
succeeding.

04/03/2018

I1801207

Corrected the title and button text for the "Select a Product Line" form

I1709045

Removed the 'Items - Vendor UOMs Order vs Invoice' check, and removed
the mandatory asterisk from the Vendor Item Number field on the 'Purchased
Items' sheet.

I1803073

Corrected issue running data transfer on a blank SQL database to generate
a new system database

I1802075

Discount Percent localization value for the Sell Items page added.

I1801163

Corrected two queries for the ExceptionCheck which were invalid:
"Unallocated Stock Items on Hand > Reorder Level + Reorder Qty" and
"Work Order - Open SubContracts for Completed Work Order Lines"
Updated the "Usage History" report's query to ensure that it only retrieves the
data consumed by work orders for the "Yearly WO Usage" column.
The Rack and Bin field have been added to the ItemReorderDetail table.
The ToRack and ToBin field have been added to the ItemsTransferDetails
table
Changed the Integrity Check's system filtering from Dbox to DboxBase and
AxisOrderEntry to DboxOrderEntry.
Alter BudgetKPI Table to change amounts to float, add KPI Type and KPI
Unit
DateCreated has been added to the core Account Search.

Config_3D.dll

6.4.9

Database Setup Wave 1.xlsm

6.4.1

04/03/2018

DataTransfer.exe

6.4.35

04/02/2018

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.217

04/02/2018

I1802149
I1708043

I1802250
I1802094
I1803041
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6.4.217

04/02/2018

I1803073

6.4.218

04/02/2018

I1804010

Corrected issue running data transfer on a blank SQL database to generate
a new system database
Rebuild of Datatransfer.mdb to resolve compatibility issue.

DayEndProc.dll

6.4.132

04/04/2018

I1802161

Corrected issue with situations on receiving batches where the amount of
inventory affected is not the same as the related AP accrual

DBox Web Front End Components (WFE)

6.4.5

04/03/2018

I1802075
I1802219
I1803183
I1801239

I1803181
I1803076

I1803207
I1803201

Base Price and Discount Percent have been added to the "Add Sell Items"
form as editable fields.
Added a default currency symbol as a global option for each client.
CRM Dashboard Pipeline no longer flows outside the bounds of the container
on Firefox.
Modified the account/contact selectors on each form to be form specific (no
logic shared between forms). Also made the account/contact selectors able
to be pre-filled with data (clicking create Opportunity from the Account page,
for example, will fill in the Selected Account).
Fixed some display issues with the dropdowns/autocomplete controls on the
Configurator.
The Search List page has been modified to remove the Circular FAB buttons
at the bottom of the page and make it more in-line with the grids on the rest
of the site (like CRM List etc.) You can now show/hide columns using the
little purple icon above the grid (there's a tooltip) instead of through the
individual columns.
Child configurations were not displaying warning alerts when the
configuration had both Critical and Warning alerts upon save.
Dynamic Display/Hiding of properties on the Configurator is fixed.

ExcelBOMImport.exe

6.4.12

04/04/2018

I1712250

An adjustment has been made to ensure that the inventory tracking type is
valid when importing.

I1802226

Validation has been added to ensure that inventory transfers cannot be
approved when there is invalid detail owner information.
Transfer detail line will default the ToRack and ToBin using the transfer detail
lines item specified Rack/Bin or the Rack/Bin specified in the Facility Info tab
of the item master against the item transfer document destination location
when the application preference “Default the Transfer Line To Rack & Bin
from Item" is checked.

InventoryTransfer.dll

6.4.82

04/04/2018

I1708043

Invoice.dll
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6.4.133

04/03/2018

I1803072

Corrected an issue where the system is not cleaning up record set correctly.

I1803083

Correction was made to ensure that creating invoices via the Invoice form will
add deposit invoice when using Orderstream financial.
Corrected issue where the invoice document will not append partial invoiced
non-shippable items if the “Drop Shipment” module activation is on.

I1803218

ItemEditor.dll

6.4.120

04/04/2018

I1708043

Two new columns called Rack and Bin have been added to the Item's Facility
Info Tab.

04/03/2018

I1802189

The Help caption for the Job Costing/Opportunities form will dynamically
change based on the mode that the form is in.

04/03/2018

I1802244

Corrected issue where vendor invoices with negative subtotals but positive
tax that caused the grand total to be positve were being marked as debit
notes.

I1801035

The PunchClock application will now launch the Login Form.

03/23/2018

I1803186

Correction has been made ensuring that the system will populate the work
order line combo on the detail line when associating a work order document.

04/03/2018

I1803160

When there is no WIP location marked as a Material location, the system will
now correctly generate receiving details for subcontract items when selecting
the PO within the Receiving module.
Correction has been made ensuring that the QtyToStock field is populated
when creating an RMA receiving document from Service Order module.
Modified to improve Receiving's update inventory process in a multi-user
environment. This new process will better handle:
• depleting negative inventory.
• connections failures to the ActiveM SQL database. It will allow the user to
retry the completion process after a connection failure. It will not leave
partially processed receipt lines that cannot be fully received when the
connection is lost.
• sql deadlocks occurrences have been reduced. Note that a deadlock occurs
when two or more tasks permanently block each other by each task having a
lock on a resource which the other tasks are trying to lock.

JobCosting.dll

6.4.69

POInvoice.dll

6.4.94

PunchClock.exe

6.4.2

04/03/2018

PurchaseOrder.dll

6.4.113

Receiving.dll

6.4.118

I1802097
I1602136
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6.4.118

04/03/2018

I1708043

When generating receiving documents via manual generation or against a
purchase order in the Receiving form or through Purchase Order, the system
will now default the rack and bin against the location of the item using the
item specified Rack/Bin or the Rack/Bin specified in the Facility Info tab of
the item master.

I1803180

Corrected issue with the Completed Work Order Variance reports, both detail
and summary when running for work orders that have the consolidated
details.

RptDataCollection.dll

6.4.65

04/03/2018

Seradex.Common.EDISystem.dll

6.4.12

04/03/2018

I1803023

Adjusted the logic to ensured that the EDI translator path will look in program
files (x86) if the machine is running on a x64 operation system.

I1802075

DiscountPercent has been added for Sell Items.

I1803185

Corrected creation of additional child configurations

I1803159

Parent child configuration alerts are now handled properly in the API.

I1709065

Updated to support additional objects in the ActiveM.

Seradex.Dbox.dll

6.4.6

04/03/2018

Seradex.Library.dll

6.4.3

04/03/2018

Seradex.Production.DataCollection.dll

6.4.36

04/03/2018

I1802167

The shop floor execution reports on events setup validation has been
restored.

Seradex.Production.PunchClock.dll

6.4.11

04/03/2018

I1801035

Updated the Target Framework to .Net Framework 4.5.2.
Updated to handle all database connection scenarios.

Seradex.Production.Scheduling.dll

6.4.67

04/04/2018

I1803237

Updated to ensure if quantity change does not cause a significant change in
the time required, it is still applied to the live schedule.

I1802134

Custom column positions from MRP by Location are now saved under the
LocationMRP name.

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.15

04/03/2018
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Seradex.Win.Search.dll

6.4.64

04/03/2018

I1801122

The module activation of CRM will now be loaded when using searches from
the dashboard.

I1803044

Adjusted the logic to ensured that the service type will save correctly.

I1604063

Adjusted the Service Item Search SQL statement to return top 10,000 rows
when there are no specify filtering criteria.

I1803200

Corrected issue with Connection not persisting during use in custom
applications.

I1708043

A new application preference called “Default the Transfer Line To Rack & Bin
from Item” has been added.

I1802119

Removed the logical check that a workflow comment had to have length
greater than zero before it could be saved.

I1802230

Adjusted the logic to ensured that work order generation will now check for
pre-existing work order for the include lines.

I1801236

Added the ability to log the user's action when prompted with the insufficient
quantity validation message during the work order completion process when
applicable.
When generating work order using the Work Order’s Make Stock MRP Form
tools menu, the system will default the work order line item rack and bin
using the item specified Rack/Bin or the Rack/Bin specified in the Facility Info
tab of the item master against the line item location.

ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.66

04/03/2018

sxEDIBridge.dll

6.4.43

04/03/2018

sxMaintenanceControls.ocx

6.4.13

04/04/2018

sxWorkFlow.ocx

6.4.18

04/03/2018

WOGenerator.dll

6.4.30

04/03/2018

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.160

04/04/2018

I1708043

Work Order Transfer Material Tools menu will default the ToRack and ToBin
of the item transfer detail lines in the generated item transfer document using
the transfer detail lines item specified Rack/Bin or the Rack/Bin specified in
the Facility Info tab of the item master against the item transfer document
destination location when the application preference “Default the Transfer
Line To Rack & Bin from Item” is checked.
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6.4.160

04/04/2018

I1802208

I1711114

Adjustments were made to ensure that the quantity for lot/serial finished
good is kept in synch with the work order line quantity after a connection
failure had happened for clients using the advanced work order lot/serial
functionality.
Modified the work order completion to display the number of lines processed
versus the total selected, and also when scanning instead of displaying
warning messages it will now display notifications in red colour in the footer
section of the interface with an alert sound.
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